The Planning Inspectorate, FAO Mrs Katherine King,
3/18 Eagle Wing,
Temple Quay House,
2 The Square,
Bristol BS1 6PN
30/01/20016
Our ref: BFC-AFP113
Re: Brechfa Forest Connection EN020016
Dear Mr Broderick,
Re; Private water supply for Llwyn Wallter, that also supplies Tir y Wennol and Waldron at
Alltwalis (map enclosed if needed)
Since we have now been provided with a map with numbered poles on it at last I am able to
be more specific. I believe you had concluded that pole 169 may have been a problem for
our water supply, but in fact it is some distance away and is not a problem to us. Thank you
for arranging for me to have a copy of the hydrology report completed for my neighbours
Mr and Mrs Rentmore at Llwyn Teg, Alltwalis. This in fact highlighted to me that little had
been done to protect my water supply, which also supplies two other neighbours including a
market garden business and various livestock on all three properties. My supply had been
incorrectly marked on the report as being piped to our holding tanks from the hill above
pole 170. When I commented that I would like this incorrect information removed I was told
that it could not be removed and I did not have a satisfactory explanation why. Surely
information recorded incorrectly can later mislead others who see it, and may lead to poor
decisions being made. Pole 170 appeared not to have been protected by a plastic casing
filled with concrete as had poles 171 and 172. In fact part of my supply comes from a spring
a few metres below pole 170 which is fed by water above, around and below pole 170,
therefore in my opinion it is very likely to leach creosote into the supply at this point. Due to
my complaints to WPD and possibly your attention to the issue, they arranged for the
hydrologist to visit and assess yesterday. Andrew Hubbold had stated in a letter to me in
November 2014 that a hydrologist report would be carried out but it had not been done
until now. The hydrologist told me that his assessment was based on looking at the lie of the
land, at the water courses and the way that the water was likely to flow and also at such
things as where certain plants grow. He confirmed to me verbally that pole 170 is in the
catchment area of one of our springs and would be affected by creosote leaching from the
pole. Jason Pacey from WPD and Nick Buxton, land agent of WPD visited with the
hydrologist. They confirmed that a concrete sleeve could be placed underground around
pole 170. However, I replied that whilst I was grateful for the offer this would not prevent
rainfall from leaching creosote from the pole above the concrete and it then flowing across
the surface downhill into our water catchment area or being absorbed into the ground and
thus into our water catchment area. I am posting evidence that this occurs to you as
requested as I am not very computer literate and cannot be sure it will reach you otherwise.
I have had a letter from Hefin Thomas (enclosed) stating that he observed the leaching of

creosote onto the ground and trickling along the surface at his property, and also on the
surface of his water supply. He states that the 8 foot deep hole for the pole was dug some
30 metres from his spring. In our case pole 171 is between only 4-5 metres to about 10
metres away from the spring if the pole is moved within the area indicated on their map by
WPD. The spring is just slightly uphill from the pole. Pole 170 is probably about 8 metres
uphill from where we actively collect water into our system, but the water is gathering all
around that pole for several metres around. I told WPD representatives yesterday that I
would be prepared to accept a concrete pole and concrete anchor if a stay wire is required
in the catchment area at 170 as it seems a sensible alternative problem solving solution to
me. We have concrete holding tanks and have not had adverse effects over the past 32
years that we have been drinking the water and I know that concrete poles are in use
elsewhere in the UK. However they replied that WPD does not use concrete poles and the
only way they could use a concrete pole was if you instructed them to use one in that
position. I am therefore asking you if you could please ask them to do that as 170 is only a
single not a double pole. Also could you possibly also instruct them to site poles 171 and 170
as far away from our springs as they possibly can. They said that they can move the poles up
to 5 metres from their position, but appeared rather vague about the actual position and I
don’t have anything in writing to confirm or even a peg in the ground. In my experience
WPD staff and others employed by them are skilled at smiling and telling you what you want
to hear and then doing something completely different. We all know that infrastructure
projects have to happen, but everyone locally I have met who is involved with this route has
had difficulty obtaining information from WPD about what is going to happen on their land.
I knew there would be problems for WPD to circumnavigate our and the Rentmore’s water
supplies as there are several water sources to avoid, and we wanted to help and thus
provided several maps and information on our water supply, but I do not feel that we have
been listened to until you intervened, for which we truly are grateful.
Re; HoTs
I do not have poles on my land, yet I was sent the same HoTs as people who have poles
which seemed to be inappropriate. I believe there are now new HoTs which I have not yet
seen as they failed to attach to a document I was sent. However, I believe they are broadly
similar and are still worded so that landowner interests in their own property would be
frozen for the duration of the agreement. In my case this would mean that my entire
property and my late father’s property at Tir y Wennol (of which I am executor,) would be
frozen and I cannot agree to this. WPD staff and Mr Buxton, their land agent has told me
that WPD only need access through my property to reach pole 169. Mr Buxton also said that
the HoTs were ‘only a starting point for negotiation’. Therefore may I suggest that WPD
adapts the map of my property that was sent with the HoTs (after removing part of my
neighbours’ property that was mistakenly included). A strip the same width as the council
road leading to my property could be indicated through our yard for access to pole 169 only
on the Rentmore’s land (providing they give their consent of course). The right of way would
cease when this phase of the Brechfa forest Connection Project is complete. I have not
consulted with my solicitor yet, and he may disagree, but I feel that this could possibly be a
way forward so that both parties get what they need but not necessarily what they want.
I have written to WPD a few days ago and asked them to confirm;

•
•
•
•
•

•

Access is needed to pole 169 only and to indicate exactly where they propose to go
through our property during the construction period.
That any damage to our property will be repaired by WPD or their contractors before
they leave. I have already stated many times that the surface of the roadway
through our yard is unsuitable for heavy traffic and will break up.
That any right of way will cease when this phase of the Project is complete.
That there will be no parking or storage of materials on our property as we are
obliged to keep the right of way for our neighbours clear.
That no part of our private water supply on the land of Mr and Mrs Kilkelly at Lan
Clyn Adda, and Mr and Mrs Rentmore at Llwyn Teg will be owned or controlled by
WPD, and that our access to it via the most direct route will not be restricted. We
are entitled to inspect, maintain, repair or replace any part of it when necessary and
we do not want to ask WPD every time we need to do anything as it requires regular
maintenance.
That WPD does not require planning restrictions or restrictions on changes on the
ground in this case providing their access to pole 169 is provided. I wish to make it
quite clear that any such restriction is unacceptable and unnecessary as far as we are
concerned.

I have received confirmation that they have received my letter but have not yet received a
reply.
I have not asked WPD yet but I would also like confirmation that no poles or materials
impregnated with creosote, such as the anchors used at the base of stays, will be stored
anywhere near any part of our water supply, due to risk of contamination. I hope they will
not be stored near any of the several watercourses in the area due to the risk of death to
fish and aquatic organisms that are extremely sensitive to creosote.
I hope you will realise from this letter that I am not trying to be unreasonable, but I am
trying to find a way through this so that the scheme can go ahead, but not disadvantage my
family or myself any more than necessary. I feel that WPD have had plenty of time to sort all
these things out, but have been rather difficult in giving out basic information, such as pole
numbers and positions, that people have needed in order to converse or negotiate with
them. People cannot sign binding documents when they cannot discover from WPD what
they are signing for. Surely WPD could have put some indication on the ground where they
plan to put a pole, or given a measurement, rather than just waving in the general direction.
British Telecom put a stake in the ground where their poles are going. I find it difficult to
believe that an organisation the size of WPD does not know where its poles are going. The
lack of transparency is astounding and I have witnessed attempts to obscure the truth.
I will be meeting with my solicitor for advice as soon as it can be arranged.
I wish you well and I am sure you will reach a fair conclusion.
Yours sincerely,
Pauline Medland (Mrs)

